
XTF 10x15

The XTF Frame is another first for KD Kanopy, bringing a heavy duty canopy to the 
market but keeping the price budget friendly. Using new nylon composite fittings 
means no binding and an easy glide motion. The pull pin release makes the canopy 
even easier to set up and tear down. You will also ntice the industrial center coil 
spring on the outside of the center pole. This guarantees supreme tension in
your canopy which helps shed rainfall and gives you a more professional, clean
look to your canopy. The XTF frame weighs 75lbs. and fits in a 10’x15’ area.

HARDWARE

Industrial strength aluminum hexagon leg frame - 40mm
30 % stronger than other aluminum units
Zero assembly - no loose parts or ropes.
Two people set up in 30 seconds
For indoor and outdoor use
Nylon fittings with pull pin release
Heavy duty wheel bag and ground spikes

PRINTING

Screen Print: We use a UV ink that is cured into the fabric. Durable and long 
lasting, allowing your logo to stand out!

Digital: Full bleed color, digitally printed with UV ink that is guaranteed not to fade 
and keep your graphics vibrant looking and long lasting. 

Dye Sublimation: Full color transfer that is ideal for indoor shows and the material 
is washable. 

WARRANTY

Lifetime manufacture defect warranty on frames
1-year manufacture defect warranty on tops 

PACKAGE INCLUDES

Qty Item
1 10’ x 15’ Aluminum Hexagon Leg Frame
1 Fabric Top
1 Wheel Bag
4 12” Steel Spikes

** Side panels, rail curtains & table cover are optional

SHIPPING WEIGHTS & SIZES

Item    Weight   Shipping Box Size
Frame    93 lbs.   67” x 18” x 14”
& Wheel bag
Top & Spikes    20 lbs.   16” x 14” x 6”

* All measurements are  approximate

Setting 4  6’9” 8’1” 11’3”

Setting 3  6’5” 7’9” 10’11”

Setting 2  6’1” 7’5” 10’7” 

Setting 1  5’9” 7’1” 10’3”

None  3’9” 5’1” 8’3”
 


